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PALESTINIAN DISPLACEMENT
women married to Gazans are at risk
of being left without a legal existence.
Heba, a Jordanian national, married
Ahmad, a Gazan with an Egyptian
travel document. A year after their
marriage, Ahmad was arrested for
being in Jordan without a residence
permit. Deported from Jordan, he
was refused re-entry to Egypt and
ended up in Sudan. Heba had a
child but has been unable to register
the birth due to the absence of

her husband. She cannot afford
to go to Sudan to be with him.

Over half a century has passed since
a British colonial officer noted that
he could not “see that there is any
hope of finding a suitable home for
the unfortunate Gaza refugees”.1
Resolutions of the UN, protocols of
the Arab League and expressions
of concern from the international
community have led to nothing. Until
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such time as a Palestinian state is
established, stateless Gazans should
not be forced to live in limbo, left
outside conventions which should
ensure their human and civil rights.
Oroub El Abed is an Ammanbased independent researcher
working on Middle East refugee
issues. Email: oroub@go.com.jo
1. Public Records Office, Foreign Office, Correspondence
No 119/3/9, from T C Rapp of the British Middle east
Office to J Creswell, British Embassy, Cairo, 1952.

Is Gaza still occupied territory?
by Iain Scobbie
Once Israeli troops and settlers were withdrawn from
Gaza in August 2005 did it cease to be occupied?
According to the Israeli Foreign
Ministry’s Revised Disengagement
Plan of 6 June 2004,1 the evacuation
of Gaza means that there will be
no permanent presence of Israeli
security forces within Gaza. The Plan,
however, also provides that “Israel
will guard and monitor the external
land perimeter of the Gaza Strip,
will continue to maintain exclusive
authority in Gaza air space, and
will continue to exercise security
activity in the sea off the coast of
the Gaza Strip”. Principle Six stated
that “completion of the plan will
serve to dispel the claims regarding
Israel’s responsibility for the
Palestinians within the Gaza Strip.”
Principle Six is ambiguous: it
refers to the termination of Israel’s
responsibility for the population
of Gaza but says nothing about
the status of the territory itself. In
the initial draft of this plan, it was
expressly stated that withdrawal
would terminate Israel’s occupation
of Gaza. This language was removed
from the final and definitive plan.
The test employed by international
law to decide whether territory is
occupied by an adverse party is
contained in Article 42 of the 1907
Hague Regulations Respecting the
Laws and Customs of War on Land.
It is essentially a question of ‘effective
control’. If an invader intends to
retain control of hostile territory, at
least temporarily, then that territory is

occupied. Traditionally, this required
the occupant to create some kind of
administration. In December 2005,
however, the International Court
of Justice ruled that a Ugandan
occupation of Congolese territory
would be established if its forces “had
substituted their own authority for
that of the Congolese Government”,
and that it was irrelevant “whether
or not Uganda had established a
structured military administration
of the territory occupied.”
The Hague Regulations link
occupation to the law of land warfare,
and thus it has been argued that
occupation requires the physical
presence of troops in the territory.
These Regulations, however, were
adopted before the first flight of the
Wright brothers. Today, air power and
aerial surveillance are paramount.
As Major General Amos Yadlin,
an Israeli air force officer, noted:
“Our vision of air control zeroes
in on the notion of control. We’re
looking at how you control a city or
a territory from the air when it’s no
longer legitimate to hold or occupy
that territory on the ground.”
The ‘effective control’ test has been
interpreted by various courts. In 1983,
the Israel Supreme Court decided
the Tsemel case which arose during
the occupation of southern Lebanon.
It ruled that occupation forces do
not need to be in actual control of
all the territory and population,

but simply have the potential
capability to do so. This ruling is in
accordance with decisions of other
courts, including the Naletili and
Martinovi case in which the Yugoslav
Tribunal referred to an occupant
having “a sufficient force present, or
the capacity to send troops within a
reasonable time to make the authority
of the occupying power felt.”
Under the Disengagement Plan,
Israel retains absolute authority over
Gaza’s airspace and territorial sea. It
is manifestly exercising governmental
authority in these areas. When we
also take into account the views
that have been expressed on control
of the territory from the air, it is
clear that Israeli withdrawal of land
forces did not terminate occupation.
This view is only reinforced by the
ease with which Israeli land forces
re-entered Gaza in June 2006.
Iain Scobbie is the Sir Joseph Hotung
Research Professor in Law, Human
Rights and Peace Building in the
Middle East at the School of Oriental
and African Studies, University
of London. Email: is17@soas.
ac.uk He will publish an extended
analysis of the status of Gaza after
disengagement in the forthcoming
volume of the Yearbook of Islamic
and Middle Eastern Law and on
the Hotung Programme’s website,
www.soas.ac.uk/lawpeacemideast.
1. www.israel-mfa.gov.il/MFA/Peace+Process/
Reference+Documents/Revised+Disengagement+Plan+6June-2004.htm

